
BRAND 
INTRODUCTION

Miniware resolves challenges faced by modern parents

who wish to raise healthy, independent self-feeders. 



PAIN POINT
What do customers concern the most when shop kid's products.

01Unsafe
Plastic have the potential to leach
toxic chemicals into food. 

02Unpractical
Products are difficult to clean or
requires hand wash.

03Low quality
Products materials are too fragile,
crack very easily. 



MINIWARE 

Easy to Clean Grow with you kid Safe Material
Dishwasher safe and easy to clean
areas are always top of mind when
we design Miniware products so that
parenting is made convenient and
enjoyable.

Miniware’s products are designed for
long-term use and are functionally
made to grow with your children. So
never worry about purchasing short-
lived products again！

We use non-toxic, plant-based, all-
natural materials to create our
Miniware. We value sustainability
and transparency in our product
ingredients and full supply chain. 



Both passionate for design and family, Miniware is
the creation of husband and wife design duo Adam
and Ai Su Bonnier. Upon the birth of their first child
in 2013, both parents longed for a better eating
solution for their little one, something functional,
beautiful, all-natural, and eco-friendly. Don’t forget
long-lasting!

They wanted a product that could evolve with their
child’s development. Finding the current options in
children’s dishware inadequate, together they
created Miniware. Their shared passion for premium
home décor, sustainability and a healthy family
lifestyle drives the development of Miniware designs. 

STORY OF
MINIWARE A Mom and Pa Design



Miniware's 100% plant-based, dishwasher-safe Healthy Meal Set keeps thr practical
compartments and suction cup - but reconfigures them as removable silicone
attachments.

Your kid is adamant that "no foods ever touch." Enter Mimiware's eco-friendly
plate. Its silicone divider guarantees servings don't mix , and is detachable --
because your kiddo will move past the phase eventually. 

Both passionate for design and family, Miniware is the creation of husband and
wife design duo Adam and Ai Su Bonnier. Upon the birth of their first child in 2013,
both parents longed for a better eating solution.

PRESS



All the way from a straw to 
mastering a real cup

1-2-3  SIP !

At first, a child can sip from the silicone straw,
then move on to practice tilting and drinking
from the Lid + Spout and finally master a real
cup on their own.

Material:
Mini Cup + Non-Drip Lid - PLA
Straw and Lid Cover - Food Grade Silicone



PRE 2 PRO TRAINING
SPOON SET

MY FIRST
CUTLERYGo from Pre-Solids All the Way 

to Pro Level Self - Feeding!

The PRE spoon is carefully shaped and sized
for you to feed your little one while
introducing purees and other soft solids. 

Get Ready to Practice 
Self - Feeding!!

These spoons are designed to help develop
and practice the fine motor skills required
to self-feed but with a softer more forgiving
material. 

Next Step of Self - Feeding

My first cutlery is for little ones who are just
transitioning into learning to feed
themselves independently. 



Cereal Bowl Snack Bowl

Time to Reduce Mess! Easy to clean. Easy to stack and store.
Lids are included. 



This compact meal set easily unfolds to create two
perfectly-sized food containers suitable for every meal. The
Silifold even suctions down tight keeping meals securely in
place wherever you are. 

Silifold
Your perfect companion for portable meals



TA color-coded snap system conveniently
allows transformation from a small size

into a larger apron perfect for messy
activities from crafts to baking. 

Catch and Cover
Grow alongside your mini

This bib offers more than a rolling and
locking function. The bigger size makes

this bib grow along with the kids.

Silicone Bib
Roll, lock and store for no

hassle clean up



Meal Tote
One lunch bag for all feeding stages

Durable 
Water-Resistant
Water-Repellent
Wide Opening
Big Capacity 
Heat Preservation



GROWBENTO SILIPODS
Mix and Match your Meal for All Ages
The combination of the GrowBento body with
leak-proof silipods offers storage for a wide
range of food combinations

From Purees to Snacks and Lunches
Silipods are perfectly portioned and sealed
containers for little ones. 



Little Foodie Set
Cereal bowl + Lid, Sandwich Plate,

Cutlery, Sippy Cup, Silicone Suction Foot
 

First Bite Set
Cereal Bowl Set + Lid Training Spoon

Silicone Suction Foot

Healthy Meal Set
Cereal Bowl Set + Lid Training Spoon 

Silicone Suction Foot

Miniware Sets
The combinations ensure a variety of functions 



Sip and Snack Set
Snack Bowl + Lid, Silicone Suction 

Foot, 1-2-3 Sip! 
 

First Bites Deluxe
Silicone Bib, Bowl + Lid, Training 

Spoon, Silicone Suction Foot

Sili Mini Go
Silicone Bib, Silifold, Pre2Pro

 



Mini Sous Chef
Sandwich Plate, Smart Divider 
 Spoon + Fork, Catch & Cover 

Eco Explorer
1-2-3 Sip, Snack Bowl + Lid,

Catch & Cover

Ready Go! Bento
Silipod * 2, Grow bento, Mealtote

 

Miniware Sets
The combinations ensure a variety of functions 


